
As populations grow and cities become more crowded, there is pressure throughout the world to 
construct ever-taller buildings to provide accommodation and offices. Many people object to such 
developments, citing the social as well as the physical dangers.

 What benefits do skyscrapers bring?
 Do you agree with the objections to skyscrapers?

In this day and age, the increasing rate of the population is a main problem which most of the 
countries are dealing with. Some countries have offered a multitude of solutions for this issue. One of 
them is to construct skyscrapers to provide more space for people.

First of all, the main advantage of tall buildings is to prevent building houses outside the large cities. 
Therefore, the countryside will be preserved by this method. Also, this policy reduces the distance 
between home and work places which in turn leads to people commuting easily compared to the 
cities with vast areas. Moreover, in some countries the land price is very/prohibitively expensive. For 
instance, Japan is a country where which has the lack of space problem and property prices are rising 
dramatically. The government can construct higher buildings to solve this problem in order to reduce 
the cost of living in main cities. This is why the role of the government is important in this regard.

Besides, this policy should not discriminate between the rich and the poor and everybody has to obey 
the rules. For example, the government can control the irregular construction by creating the a green 
belt around the cities. However, the role of the people in implementing the rules is important and 
supporting the government support cannot be ignored since everybody is responsible for their own 
society. 

On the other hand, some people prefer to live in houses rather than an apartments in tall buildings. 
They believe living in these buildings causes social ills because they feel themselves in a cage. Also, 
they do not have enough safety and time for escaping when something goes wrong.

So overall, I believe that populations grow in the large cities rapidly and time is ticking away for 
countries, so any solutions to the accommodation and the workspace issue will take time to 
achieveresolve.

 


